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A: I presume that what you are looking for is "in-game" tearing, where a character or something else in a game is being sliced open from the inside. The software you mention is probably ripping your discs using a ripping tool. An "easy" way to disable tearing would be to change the settings to "pro" or "real" instead of the "easy" setting. If you want more info on changing your settings, read the manual that comes with the software you are using. There are however other
programs, that you can use to rip your discs with. Of the ones I know of: AVI Impression TMR Poser Moviemaker MkRip GCE Impress It has been a long time since I have used any of these programs, so I can't say if they still work or not. All have free demo versions of the software. Which one should you use? It depends on your budget, what you want to do with the discs, and how large your collection is. Moviemaker will probably be the easiest to use, and allow you to
correct setting errors. AVI Impression seems to have the largest range of settings, including for AVI quality. Moviemaker and AVI Impression both claim to be able to make MKII and MK3 compatible. I actually just found out about TMR Poser now, and I am going to try and use that. It's free, and it's also based on Microsoft Windows. The only thing I find wrong with TMR Poser is that it doesn't get the most out of the very best DVD rippers. TMR Poser lacks basic
features like subtitles support. A: In-game tearing would be due to deliberately corrupting the data on the disc's lead-in track. It would be the fault of the rip tool, not the player itself. If the lead-in track has been corrupted, then the rest of the disc won't play correctly. There should be a check box in the documentation for your ripper that will display the lyrics. If the lyrics are correct, then there should be nothing for the user to check. If the lyrics were incorrectly decoded,
then there should be a menu that allows the user to select whether or not he wants to check. That said, the likelihood that your game has been deliberately corrupted is pretty low
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